**MAIN TOPICS**

**PROFESSIONALISM**

- Actuaries in “Non-standard” Working Environments (cross-border, outside financial industry, in other political systems, with different mathematical backgrounds)
- Managing Conflicts of Interest
- Serving the Public Interest – what does it mean for the individual actuary, what does it mean for the professional association?
- The Role of the Actuary – in particular, statutory roles and regulatory key functions (joint sessions with other special-interest sections)

**JOINT SESSIONS IACA AND PROFESSIONALISM**

IACA and Professionalism have proposed topics for joint sessions which cover fields that are of common interest. These sessions are organized jointly by IACA and Professionalism aiming at a reciprocal exchange of knowledge and experiences. Not only submissions related to both sections but also submissions that cover specific aspects related to IACA and/or Professionalism only are highly welcome.

- Presentation Skills and Visual Communication
- Data Security and Cyber Risks
- Project Management
- Actuarial Audits
- Document Retention Policies
- Expert Witness Work

**EDUCATION**

Education deals with different current and future topics on (continuing) qualification of actuaries. There will be a broad and interesting program, even though Education is not part of the Call for Papers.

**CONTACT ICA 2018**

Please send your questions regarding the Call for Papers as well as the ICA 2018 Scientific Program to callforpapers@ica2018.org